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n the current environment of ever-increasing demands to deliver exceptional results with limited resources, leaders are placing greater
emphasis on performance measurement. Performance measurement is defined as the process of analyzing information to determine
the progress toward a desired outcome for a given organization.
You have the incredible fortune of experiencing firsthand a transformational crossroads in this field; it’s a front row seat to the
fascinating evolution of performance measurement.
In 2016, Gartner, a U.S. information technology research and advisory firm, recognized this evolutionary shift in performance
measurement by separating its archetypal business intelligence (BI) market segment into two distinct categories: traditional BI platforms
and modern BI platforms.
According to Gartner, “The BI platform category is undergoing the biggest transformation it has ever seen as spending has come to a
screeching halt in traditional BI platform investments.”
Those organizations with the capacity to embrace the newest generation of performance measurement can leverage the principles
as a catalyst to accelerate their performance beyond their competition. Sadly, organizations that haven’t recognized the shift will be
left behind.
Interestingly, this isn’t the first major shift modern performance measurement has experienced.

ORIGINS –

MEASUREMENT 1.0
To explore the origin of modern performance measurement, one
must travel back to the early 20th century. This early type of analysis
was characterized by accounting-centric measures, mostly because
that was the only meaningful data available at the time. These measures were generally considered a supplement to financial and accounting results, and showed high-level financial trends to give users
a general idea of the success and trajectory of historical organizational
performance.
Unfortunately, the underlying data became available only after
the books were closed at the end of the accounting period. This meant
the measures provided limited value since they were, by and large,
lagging indicators for which organizations had little direct control.
Let’s call this phase of results evaluation Measurement 1.0. The age
of Measurement 1.0 continued for several decades, with only minor
advancements. Meaningful data from which performance information
was derived was generally found in onerous account ledgers.
In the 1920s, DuPont made an incremental advancement when it
began measuring return on equity (ROE), broken down into three primary subcomponents that ultimately became known as The DuPont
Analysis (or The DuPont Identity).
In the late 1930s, Saint-Gobain, a French glass, insulation and
building materials manufacturer, began supplementing its balance
sheets and income statements with narrative-based statistics, which
accompanied financial data to provide additional context for those interpreting the results. The goal was to standardize the measurements
across the diverse enterprise and then distribute the measurement
results to provide new insights into performance that had never been
visible before.
In the mid-20th century, General Electric initiated a series of performance measurements that included results outside of the existing
realm of the general ledger. Much of the results were largely subjective, but it was an important step that communicated to the market
that success is not measured solely by short-term, financial values.
Finally, in the 1970s, General Motors began measuring non-financial performance measures tied to production and operations.
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One major flaw in
Organizational dogma – the
Measurement 1.0 was
unwillingness
of an organization
what scholars refer to as
to change course, even when
the strategy to execution gap. The strategy to
presented with empirical
execution gap is the phievidence to the contrary –
losophy that, while comis
the enemy of continuous
panies spend countless
improvement.
resources on developing
sophisticated organizational strategies, those strategies
are meaningless without clearly
aligned processes to properly execute the strategy.
Measurement 1.0 seems so far behind us, yet a 2011 study from
Forbes magazine found that while “82 percent of Fortune 500 CEOs feel
their organization did an effective job of strategic planning, only 14
percent of the same CEOs indicated their organization did an effective
job of implementing the strategy.”
As organizations began branching away from accounting measures, evidence-based decisions were still rare. Instead, “gut feeling”
continued to drive organizational direction. Organizational dogma
– the unwillingness of an organization to change course, even when
presented with empirical evidence to the contrary – is the enemy of
continuous improvement. Geocentrism seems naïve in retrospect, but
prior to the 16th century, nearly the entire human race believed the
sun revolved around the earth. This belief existed despite heliocentric
models being introduced by Aristarchus of Samos over 1,800 years
prior to the Copernican Revolution.
Even in modern times, Jeffrey Pfeffer and Robert Sutton, authors
of Hard Facts, Dangerous Half-Truths and Total Nonsense, point out that
key business decisions “are frequently based on hope or fear, what
others seem to be doing, what senior leaders have done and believe
has worked in the past and their dearly held ideologies – in short, on
lots of things other than the facts.”

SECOND GENERATION –

MEASUREMENT 2.0
The second generation of performance measurement, Measurement 2.0, is characterized by a major influx of data.
Businesses found themselves asking the question: What can we do
with all this data? Internal IT departments held the belief that traditional BI tools were the panacea that would solve the data-rich, information-poor dilemma.
Measurement 2.0 was data and technology driven, and implementations were almost exclusively owned by IT departments. Unfortunately,
IT departments typically lack the intimate knowledge of the business to
deliver what is truly needed to drive informed business decisions.

What can we do
with all this data?
Requirements analysis was also run by IT departments, which generally took months to complete and years to begin delivering value. This
paradigm created a rigid environment unable to pivot with the changing
demands of the business; by the time IT delivered its answers, the questions had often changed.
Some enterprising companies addressed the inherent development
delays by marketing key performance indicators (KPI) catalogs with the
promise of delivering thousands of off-the-shelf measurements to their
customers. Sadly, these solutions falsely assumed the performance measurement needs of all organizations were homogenous.
No two organizations are alike; they all have varied strategies and
face unique challenges. Moreover, the data collected in support of the
key business processes are never the same. For these reasons, leaders
quickly abandoned the one-size-fits-all solutions.
Since Measurement 2.0 focused on data and technology, this generation also experienced the proliferation of bloated BI support organizations just to maintain the cumbersome tools. Further, the BI tools placed
the burden of pulling information from BI systems on the business users.
Business users lacked the technical understanding to interact with the
complex systems, thus placing further reliance on the already overburdened IT support groups. This environment ultimately prevented businesses from fully embracing BI tools as had been expected.
A lack of consistent, credible, trustworthy data also played a large
role in poor BI adoption rates. Specifically, business groups placed blame
on IT for not delivering usable information, while IT argued the business
wasn’t collecting consistent, usable data.
Finally, leadership recognized that the data delivered through BI
initiatives frequently fostered the wrong behaviors. Measurement 2.0
users were often more focused on “chasing their numbers” rather than
addressing improvements in the underlying processes. As with Measurement 1.0, this is a definite side effect of the strategy to execution gap.
Sports Authority was a great example of a Measurement 2.0 organization. With more than 450 stores throughout the country and a sophisticated business intelligence investment, Sports Authority collected
nearly 114 million customer records and 25 million e-mail addresses.
Unfortunately, it was unable to leverage that information to help in executing its strategy and avoid complete liquidation of its stores. The data
collected contained enormous potential, so much so that Dick’s Sporting
Goods recently purchased the data, along with other intellectual property, for $15 million.
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MEASUREMENT 3.0

EVOLUTION –

niques. Measurement 3.0 reduces timing risk by delivering information
Measurement 3.0 is the current generation of performance meawith which to make better decisions to the right people at the right
surement. It’s characterized by a transformative focus on objective-drivtime. Rather than relying on users to navigate a series of static dashen performance management.
boards, users are provided exception-based notifications when perforObjective-driven performance management is the foundation for
mance falls outside of acceptable levels. Information is pushed directly
operational excellence. It’s a process-centric approach that aligns the exto users, allowing them to focus on the most important aspects of their
ecution of key processes to strategic goals by measuring and improving
job rather than navigating BI reports.
what matters most to an organization.
Another major shift of Measurement 3.0 is the injection of trust in
In her latest publication, Prove It!, Stacey Barr points out that: “Perthe results through the concept of data confidence. Data confidence,
formance measures are supposed to be the evidence that convinces us
which measures the adherence to a defined process, should not be conwe’ve achieved, or at least are making progress in the right direction,
fused with data quality. Data quality defines the volume of records that
toward our goals. But most of what is measured in organizations doesn’t
can be evaluated for a given measure (i.e., the number of records that
do this. We measure the easy stuff, where data is readily available. We
contain the minimum data elements necessary to derive a meameasure the traditional stuff, what we’ve always measured. We
sure). Conversely, data confidence measures the volume
measure the obvious stuff, the resources we use, the effort
of records that can demonstrate the process was conwe put in, and the widgets we produce. We measure
sistently and accurately followed.
the popular stuff, the measures that everyone in
While data quality risk is controlled through
our industry seems to be measuring.”
data governance techniques, data confidence
Measurement 3.0 keeps ownership and the
risk is managed through process controls.
configuration of performance measurement
Measurements designed
Data confidence reinforces the idea that if
in the hands of the business, those with the
for typical organizations
processes are not consistently followed,
most intimate understanding of the strateusers will view any resultant performance
gies and processes being measured. Such a
will never enable
measurements with a high degree of skepdecentralized, self-service paradigm is intethe attainment of
ticism and are less likely to fully commit to
gral to meeting the ever-changing demands
decisions based on the results. In his seminal
of the business by removing the restrictions
extraordinary results.
publication, Transforming Performance Meaand bottlenecks historically imposed by intersurement, Dean Spitzer argues, “Trust is an esnal IT departments. Agility and flexibility are insential ingredient of effective measurement. …
nate tenets in Measurement 3.0.
If people don’t trust the measurement system, they
Objective-driven performance management
are likely to view it as an enemy.”
also incorporates unambiguous performance goals so
Finally, Measurement 3.0 is characterized by the eseveryone maintains a consistent definition of good perforchewal of the one-size-fits-all mentality. Leaders have realized
mance and unacceptable performance. Predefined response plans
that what works for one organization will not necessarily work for them.
are typically associated with performance goals. The philosophy states
Measures must be tightly aligned to the organizational objectives and
that if you know all the variables that go into the measurement and you
to the structured processes that support those objectives.
know how each variable can affect the direction of the measurement,
Throughout each discrete process, key data elements are being
then you should also have a reasonable idea of the steps you should
captured. All of these elements contribute to the individuality of the
take to get back on track if performance results are outside the acceptmeasurement. Any attempt to wedge the data into a rigid model dilutes
able tolerances. Response plans clarify accountability and establish a
the applicability of the results.
direct action framework when performance targets are missed.
The inherent flaw in the reliance of a one-size-fits-all structure can
Measurement 3.0 also includes the capability to visualize the corbe demonstrated through the story behind the “myth of average.” Gilollary effect of business initiatives. This equips business leaders with a
bert Daniels was a first lieutenant in the United States Air Force and
rational basis for selecting which improvements provide the greatest
a recent Harvard graduate. Daniels was stationed at Wright-Patterson
value to the organization. It also validates whether the outcomes of
Air Force Base in Dayton, Ohio, in the 1950s when he began studying
a particular initiative match the expectations as defined prior to their
cockpit designs.
implementation.
During this period, an alarmingly high number of accidents led
Southern Power Company, the wholesale energy subsidiary of peto an investigation that determined the root cause was poorly fitting
rennial Fortune 200 luminary Southern Company, is an industry leader
cockpits. Military aircraft were designed to fit an “average pilot,” as dein Measurement 3.0. Southern Power understands that while it operates
termined from measurements taken on hundreds of pilots back in 1926.
with an admirably high degree of efficiency, there is always opportunity
Leaders initially assumed the average size of pilots had changed. Daniels
for improvement. One example is the active approach the company
had a different hypothesis.
takes to empirically measure the effect of strategic initiatives on corolDaniels took measurements across 60 dimensions for more than
lary performance results.
3,300 pilots. He then chose the 10 dimensions he thought were most
Timing risk is the potential negative consequence associated with
crucial to proper cockpit fit and defined the average for each of the
making decisions later than would be ideal, often as a result of aggre10 dimensions as +/- 15 percent of the 50th percentile ranking. Finally,
gation and publication delays in traditional business intelligence tech-
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Figure 1: Performance measurement across the generations
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Technology-Centric
Lack of Trust in Results
Bloated IT Support
One-Size-Fits-All
Wrong Behaviors
(“chasing the numbers”)

Daniels determined how many of the 3,300 pilots fell into the “average” range
on all 10 crucial size dimensions.
Surprisingly to almost everyone (other than Daniels), not a single pilot in
the study fell into the average range on all 10 dimensions. ZERO! Daniels was
able to demonstrate that there is no such thing as “average.”
As a result of his findings, the United States Air Force began forcing
manufacturers to provide adjustable cockpits across a variety of dimensions.
More importantly, Daniels proved a one-size-fits-all cockpit design injected
a myriad of unnecessary risks.
Flexibility of design allowed pilots to perform at their full potential. Likewise, Measurement 3.0 champions expect flexibility of design in performance
management systems to enable businesses to perform at their full potential.
Measurements designed for typical organizations will never enable the
attainment of extraordinary results.

CONCLUSION
Measurement 3.0 relies on the deliberate alignment of objectives with a structured methodology of performance measurement. In business, nothing of
consequence gets accomplished accidentally.
While Measurement 2.0 was focused on data and technology, Measurement 3.0
is focused on value and engagement. The objective is not as much about predicting the future as it is about illuminating the current trends and identifying
opportunities to change course or capitalize on exceptional performance.
In viewing the performance measurement framework in your organization,
ask yourself these questions:
•

Do you experience people in your organization more focused on
“chasing their numbers” than improving their underlying business
processes?

•

Do you measure performance in some areas of your organization simply because you have the necessary data?

•

Are you making decisions in your organization based on information
some may view as untrustworthy?

If you answered YES to any of these questions, it likely your performance
management philosophy is stuck in dogmatic concepts of the last century.
It’s time to evolve. It’s time for Measurement 3.0.

Process-Centric
Strategic Alignment
Business Ownership
Accountability
Proactive Responsive Planning
Data Confidence

In business, nothing of
consequence gets
accomplished accidentally.
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